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-The Structural Inconsistency of the Quantum 

-Electrodynamics of Higher Spin Fields 

Mark Frank Sharefkin 

Abstract 

A structural classification of Duffin-type Lagrangians serves to 

introduce several simple consistency conditions, and motivates the 

construction of an aberrant vector theory structurally similar to boson 
\ 

theories of spin ~ 2. The corresponding minimal electrodynamics is 

shown to violate microscopic causality: any nonzero coupling generates 

terms in the equal-time self commutator of the charge density operator 

which are nonzero outside the light cone. The requirement that this 

commutator be local is therefore a nontrivial restriction on the 

Lagrangian, and H is not obvious that a. spin-2 Lagrangian consistent 

with thls requirement can be found& 
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1. Introduction 

It is generally felt that the relativistic ~antum electro

dynamics of (e.g.) a massive spin 11/2 particle cannot make sense 

because it is nonrenorm.a.lizable. We want to argue that this appeal 

to the physically obscure renormalizability requirement may be 

unnecessary, and that the quantum electroczyna.mics of spin 2: 3/2 is 

very like~ inconsistent for simple structural reasons having nothing 

to do with perturbation theory. 

Let us be precise about the sense in which we use the word 

"consistent". Given a lagrangian the structure of the corresponding 

quantum field theory is com.plete:cy determined1 : independent variables 

are specified and the quantization prescription (involving the 

imposition of definite commutation and/or anticommutation relations 

2 
upon these variables) is unique. The ten generators of the inhom.o-

geneous Lorentz group are given as integral functionals of the inde-

pendent operator variables. 

Although it is obvious~ advisable to start fran a formally 

covariant lagrangian, there is no guarantee that the derived apparatus 

makes sense. It is always essential to verify by computation that 

the operators p!' and H'A have the correct commutation relations 

with the rield variables, and moreover that the algebra generated by 

commuting the operators PP and )1/"A among themselves is that 

of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. We describe as consistent a theory 

endowed with these formal, structural virtues. 
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Suppose now that we are given a theory and asked to establish 

its inconsistena,y: must we work through this entire program, or 

are there same s:illl.pler (and perhaps logica~ prior) structural 

requirements deserving of immediate attention'/ Let us inspect the 

Duffin-type lagrangian corresponding to a generic multicamponent 

neutral matter field 

Were -we to ~ere to the old canonical formalism6, it is obvious that 

the ntnn.erical matrix ,¥0 would fix conjugate pairs of variables. 

This object p~s a similarly significant role in the Schwinger1 

formulation of quantum field theory, for all of the following 

reasons: 

(A) The spectral structure of AI" determines which of the 

variables A are dynamica~ independent and moreover specifies 

the commutation an~or anticammutation relations of such variables. 

(B) If we construct the minimal quantum electrodyn.a.m.ics of the 

charged variant of A theory, AI" 

of the charge density operator ~0(x) • 

determines the structure 

In loose correspondence with these roles·of AV" are 

certain simple structural consisten~ requirements: 

(Cl) A classification by spectra of possible matrices # 0 

engenders a three-category classification of neutral matter field 

l.agrangians. In the course of this construction two consistency 

•• 
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restrictions on the algebra of matter field variables prove essential. 

(Cla) The equal-time anticommutator matrix L ~~~)J FntxfJ+ of 

all fermion field components ..£m {x) is necessarily positive definite. 

(Clb) The equal-time vacuum expectation value matrix ([ t'~/Jl)1I,_fx/[j) 
of all boson field components I;nU) rn.,ust be positive definite. 

An obvious approach to the consistenc,y problem for interact-

1ng fields is then the enumeration of free-field theories which respect 

(Cla) and/or (Clb), followed by a check that these restrictions are 

not violated by same proposed coupling. 

{C2) It is easily shown that given X0 , mjnjmal coupling uniquely 

determines the electromagnetic current tV'Jif;ot) as the source term 

in the field equation for the vector potential. Since in any d.ecent 

electroqynamdcs the current must be a local observable, a second 

simple consistenc.y check on interacting field theories is then the 

verification that the equal-time commutators [ .;/l'(x~;;f~(x.1J) vanish 

for finite /}! -!! / 
Of course this enumeration of consistency requirements is quite 

incomplete, and biased by what we have found useful. 

We began this section with the observation that it is genera.ll¥ 

felt that the ~tization of higher spin interacting field theories 

is unsatisfactory; nevertheless, there is relatively little in the 

literature on the subjecte Sane :time ago (before any completely 

1 2 3 . 
general ' ' prescription for the qua.ntizat~on of the field theory 

4 corresponding to any lagrangian), J. Weinberg and S. K'usa.ka. cla.imed 

that in any nonzero external electromagnetic field the commutators 

, ;,, / '. 

"'." ,: 
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(anticannnutators) of all integral-spin (half-odd integral-spin) 

fields· acquired contributions which did not vanish outside the 

light cone. This claimed violation of microscopic causality would 

certainly have discredited all such theories; however, in 1961 

Ke Johnson and E. Sudarshan reo:pened the question with an investiga

tion of a particular theory, that of a charged spin-3/2 field coupled 

minima.l.:cy to an external electroi!l.8.&netic field. These authors found 

the Weinberg•Kusaka nonlocality contention to be erroneous: 
1 Schwinger 

quantization led to anticammutation relations local even in the 

presence of coupling. However they were also able to prove that a:ny 

coupling leads to a violation of condition (Cla), and thus to a 

structural fl.a.w in the theory. 

The questions with which we begin relate to how general the. 

Johnson-Sud.a.rsl::i.an conclusions are: e.g., does some similar incon-

sistency mar the ~ electroqynamics of a charged, massive spin-

2 fiel.d.'l The procedure to follow would seem to be that implicit in 

(Cl.b): construct all consistent Iilassive spin-2 theories, couple 

their charged variants to an external and/or quantized electroma.g-

netic field, construct commutation relations, and finally check the 

positive definiteness of all equal-time vacuum expectation value 

matrices ([i~~hz(x),ffnfx'J)) . · The closest analogue of the 

Johnson-Sudarsha.n result would seemingly be that aey coupling renders 

this object indefinite (i.e., there is at least one complex function 

for which the corresponding hermitian form is negative, and at least 

• • 

v 
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one complex function for which this form is positive). 

This proposal is in fact useless for two reasons, one of practice 

and the other of principle. A little experience with the spin-2 theory 

suggests that an inordinate amount of clerical work is involved in 

carrying through the above program. Our response to this dilemma is 

the construction of an aberrant theor,y of a vector particle which, 

although considerably simpler than any spin-2 theory as regards book-

keeping, neverthless clearly exhibits those structural features 

characteristic of boson field theories of spin ~ 2. With the help 

of the classification of lagrangian theories evolved in Section 2, 

the statement of this similarity can be made quite precise. 

This peculiar spin-1 theory, christened "V-vector meson theory", 

therefore becomes the focus of the program elaborated above. Explicit 

expressions for the cannnutation relations of the matter field variables 

in the presence of coupling to an external electromagnetic field are 

derived; here, the cammut:atian relations of the independent dynamical 

variables among themselves are local, while some of the conmruta.tors 

involving the dependent variables are nonlocal. 

Let us now confront the above mentioned difficult,y of principle: 

the vacuum expectation value consistenqy condition does not apply to 

the situation of a quantum system coupled to an external field, for 

the derivation of this condition rests on the assumption that the 

spectrum of the total Hamiltonian is strictly positive; this spectral 

condition is obviously inapplicable to the Hamiltonian of a nonisolated 
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system. A simple· example is furnished by the quantum oscillator: 

the reader can easi~ concoct an external potential for which the 

Hamiltonian {positive definite for the free oscillator) has at least 

one negative eigenvalue. Now it is true that the vacuum expectation 

value condition does app~ to the coupled charged V-vector and quantum 

electromagnetic fields; however, a pathological feature of V-theor,y 

makes the evaluation of the vacuum expectation value condition im-

possible in this case, for the constraint equations become intricate 

integrodifferential equations whose structure is even further compli-

cated by the appearance of s.ymmetrized operator products. 

Having discussed in same detail "'vby the seeming analogue ( Clb) 

of the consistenc.y condition {Cla) successfully exploited by Johnson 

and Sudarshan leads not-rhere 1 let us turn to { C2) • T.he classifi:.. 

cation of lagrangian theories constructed in section 2 reveals that 

not only the commutation relations but also the currents of charged 

matter fields of ~pin ~ 3/2 are exceptiona~ complicated: charge 

density operators acquire an explicit de~ndence upo~ the external 

vector potential, the structure of this dependence being somewhat 

different for the various theories. Not-r Schvringer9 has given a 

beautiful argument illuminating the intimate interrelation of current 
• 

structure and the vanishing charge density equal-time self-commutator 

which characterizes all familiar quantum electroqynamic theories. 

However, the structure of the current in charged, coupled V-theor,y 

puts it beyond the pale of the ~chwinger argument. We are therefore 

~I 
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motivated to calculate the eqwal-time commutator 

we f'ind that in zero external f'ield this object is nonzero but local, 

while in any nonvanishing external f'ield it is actually nonzero out-

side the light cone. We have thus f'ound a simple structural reason 

f'or rejecttne the minimal quantum electr~cs of' a charged V-vector 

meson: this theory cannot be microscopica.Dy causal. The moral of' 

·this construction: the requirement that the cu.:rrent be a local. 

observable is a nontrivial restriction upon the choice of' a lagrangian 

descriptive of' a charged vector particle. Because all spin-2 formula

tions structurally resemble V -theory, it is not obvious that any 

version of' (e.g.) m:i.n:iJnal spin-2 quantum electrodynamics can be con-

sistent with this requirement. 

0 

. '·~ . ,, 
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2. Matter Field Theories and their Currents: a Classification 

This section is concerned with the development of a three-

categor,y classification of the currents of quantizable lagrangian 

matter-field theories. "O,uantizable" indicates a restriction to 

theories for which commutation relationscan be constructed via the 

Schw:Lnger1 pre scription, L e. to lagrangians linear in the ¢ieri vati ve. 

Since any second-order differential equation reduces to an equivalent 

s.ystem of first-order differential equations upon the adjunction of 

suitable variables, this is more a guideline for constructing ~0 
than a real restriction; of course linearity in the derivative means 

that minimal coupling induces a derivative-free interaction term. 

Although they will be concurrent in presentation, there really 

are two distinct kinds of consequences of the following arguments. 

(C1) Combining two s~l.e consistency conditions (one for fermion

field theories, one for boson-field theories) with the implications 

of lagrangian scalarity and the conventional. spin-statistics associa

tion (an interrelation of {numerical) J..agrangian matrices ~~~ 13 

and the finite-dimensional matrix generators J)WY . of real repre

sentations of the homogeneous Lorentz group) 1 a structural classifica

tion of neutral matter-field theories naturally a~ises. {The skeleton 
. . 8 

of this argument is implicit in the work of Schwinger and others.) 

The resultant hierarchy is essentially that of Dirac theory, then 

scalar theor.y and conventional vector theor,r1 then all higher-spin 

theories. An important addendum introduces the possibility of con-

structing a nonconventional theory of a vector particle structurally 

'"' (I 

:v 
' 
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similar to boson-field theory corresponding to spins ~ 2. Final..zy, 

the above-mentioned simple consistency condition must remain true in 

the presence of any proposed couplings; e.g., for the charged, 

mintmally coupled versions of these theories it is imperative to 

check that: 

(Cla) [f'Jn,{){)/fn (Jl'fJ+ is positive definite (fermion fields), 

(Clb) ([/80~fx),~~{x'I/) is positive definite (boson fields). 

Lest there be ~ confusion we emphasize that the objects 

appearing in (Cla) and (Clb) are matrices, each having two discrete 

(field-component) indices m, n and six continuous indices .!,1J.t . 
' 

(Cla) is also an operator on the space of physicai states whereas (Clb), 

the vacuum expectation value of such an.operator, is a state-space 

c-number. Definiteness properties refer to the corresponding hermitian 

forms : e.g., ( Clb) is positive definite if and only if for all 

complex :functions Cm, f!) J 

(2.1) 

(C2) We take all fields to be hermitian and construct the charged 

variants of these theories by doubling the number of independent 

hermitian fields. In a two-component notation the free-field equations 

·.are then unaltered, and minimal coupling accomplished with the help 

of the standard prescription 
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0 -J 

~ _,.~-jB~Ap(X) 
~ ~ - ' 0 (2.2) 

(in the l.B.gra.ngian). This procedure fixes the electromagnetic current 

~~(x) as the source term in the field equation for the vector 

potential; . thus our structural catalogue of neutral matter-field 

lagra.ngians implies a corresponding catalogue (based on current struc-

ture) of the charged, coupled variants of these theories. Now there 

is a very general derivation9 - rooted in a few "reasonable" 

assumptions about current structure - of the equal-time commutativity 

of the charge density operator. In order to establish the local 

observability of our several cl.4sses of charge density operators we 

therefore need only check - for each class • that the assumptions 

on which the general derivation rests hold true. In the event of a 

confrontation with a class of currents for which the above-mentioned 

"reasonable" assumptions are invalid, it is essential that we calcu-

late (e.g.) the equal-time charge density self-commutator and question 

its locality. 

This section is concerned with demonstrating that the latter 

situation -is on:cy -possible f'or_(what we shall __ call) category II_I 

theories; in sections 3 and 4 we will show that the requirement that 

the charge density self-commutator be local is in fact a nontrivial 

restriction upon our choice of lagrangian. 

Let us introduce notation by writing for the lagrangian 

/ 

\.} 

v 

"-· ,. 
,., 

<6•' 
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describing any ~stem of neutral matter 

Lb (11) = ; (ANP~ -~11Hft11)- /(p(t1) 

~(A)= t ASIL' 

(2.3) 

and providing appropriate specializations to s,ystems of neutral fermion 

matter (2.4) or neutral boson matter (2.5) 

tofi)_ f(lotJI~l -~/~/) -lt0 (f) 

lfofi)= llf/ 

t0 (~) = Jt'PaP!fo~ -~?! aP~) -liD(~) 
it,(~}:._ J.¥6~., 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

wherein 4 f and ~ are generic arbitrary, fermion, and boson 

multicomponent fields and (#~ 8) , (~ ft) , and. (~b) are the 

associated (numerical) kinematic matrices. (All field-operator pro

ducts are to be interpreted as s,ymmetrized or anti~etrized.) The 

four matrices AV)U are the arbitrary-spin Duffin-formalism 

generalizations of the neutral Dirac-theory matrices I"IP ; in 

this later theory the generic matrix 1/() assumes the specific form 

e The four-by-four identity matrix is nonsingular j 

'·· 
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/ 

this. seemingly trivial observation in fact explains much of the sim

plicity and beauty of spin 1/2 quantum electrodynamics. Of course 

in the generic theor,y we must admit the possibility that AVO is 

singular, in which case a Judicious reordering of field component 

indices renders ;t!O block-diagonal: 

We have introduced subscripts n, s referring to the nonsingular and 

singular subspaces of r . 
I the concommitant decomposition 

of the multicomponent field shall be similarly indicated. 

Let us call the generator of field variations on a constant-

time byperplane 

(2.6) 

the "raw" generator. Similarly, if we temporarily dignify with a square-

bracket notation the promotion of the hermitian field. A into a 

two-component (charge) spinor, the "raw" charge density operator is 

.. 
(2.7) 

We call an operator "correct" - as opposed to "raw" - if it is a 

functional of o~ dynamically independent field variables, and denote 

i 
;~-

j 
I 

! 
; 
w 
I 
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the "correct" generator and charge d~b.sity operators by 6 B.nd 

Eventually we will conclude that· .only. for scalar_,· Dirac 
' 

and (conventional) .vector theories·iu-e "r~w" and correct ~~tities: 

identical; i.e., that in any lagrangian theocy corresp6nding to spin 
. . .-'. ·'' ''· . . . '·, 

> 1, the variables are not all. independent, $o that .fui:ther m.anipu-·. 

lations are necessary in order to construct · i; 

The arguments establishing a three-c~tegory classification of 

' ' 
currents have been organized into the proofs of three:sets of e:tate-

, ' ' 
' ' . ' . . 

ments, each set provi,ding ~ characterization of the corresponding, 

category. 

(I) Only for spin-l/2 quantum electrOdynamics is ~l'(x) a. 

· functional of on~ independent matter-field variables. (and free of 

any explicit dependence onoelectromagnetic field variables) so that 

"raw" and "correct" quantities are ident~cal; 

(Ia) The fermion-theory ~trix , (;(,() .'., is nons1nguiar and positive 
.. ' 

definite only for spin i/2; it necessari]¥ has atleast one negative 

eigenvalue (and can be' chosen si:cgular) for all (fermion) theories 

corresponding to spins . > 3/2 .. 
,, 

(Ib) The bosqn-theocy matrix: ttfl ; is alWa.ys sitJguJ.ar. 
·~· ' ' . 

' i '<. ' I.!. 

In order to prove (Ia) - a spectral1 statement - we must have 

an a.l8ebraic equation (or equations) sa.tisfi~d~ by ~. 0 
Such an 

equation is a direct consequence of'' the. i-eqtlir~ent t~t the lagrangian 

be a Lorentz scalar; for, if we label the unitary representative !L(-"y) 
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o£ an infinitesimal homogeneous ~orentz trans£ormation with the small 

parameters tljul' specifying the coordinate trans£orma.tion 

then scala.rity of the kinematic (or derivative-bearing) term in the 

lagrangian imposes the condition 

But the hermitian £ields flx) trans£orm according to 

(2.8) 

the six matrix generators of the appropriate 

finite-dimensional representation o£ the homogeneous Lorentz group; 

expansion in ~Y and comparison of coefficients yields 

(2.9) 

(We use T for transpose, f for adjoint, and * for complex 

conjugate. ) For the particular case f)(, :: o ~ p.::: Jt yl () , let us 

separate the system of equations (2.9) for j'=tJ and JJ=- t ¥I? 

! 
I 

\] 

!b 

, 
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(2.10) 

From (2.8) the hermiticity of f(x) obvious~ requires that 

be real orthogonal, and .therefore that sP"' 

be imaginar,y antisymmetric: 

(2.ll) 

Moreover the generators· of any real matrix representation of 

the homogeneous Lorentz group can alweys be taken to have the pleasant 

transposition properties 

e.g., in Dirac theory 'tdth SI'J' ~ 1 [llfiJI_} 

representation of' the i' -matrices. Defining 

equations (2.10) became 

·' ' . 

. · ...... ·: ,; 

and a Major ana 

ski-s iS/)Jt , 

(2.12) 
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which together imp~ 

(2.13) 

However, :from {2.11) and (2.12) 1t-1 E i~~ is real symmetric, 

hence diagonalizable; in an ~~-diagonal basis the:, matrix elements 

o:f equation (2.13) assume the simple :for;m 

(2.14) 

insuring that (~;I uu;~;> vanishes unless . 

('I _1 s 11 
~..,.. ~ = ::J:.i 

O:f course (2.14) does not preclude the vanishing o:f even these matrix 

elements o:f #" 

For the special situation o:f spin 1/2, the eigenvalues o:f ~~ 

are ::1: J:. (each is doub~ degenerate) : consequent~· only the matrix 

elements (1-J / A/0 
/ i-~ > and (-J. /N"/-1_ > can be nonvanish-

ing. But these two are either both zero or-nonzero· {the analogue· o:f-

the statement in (the simpler context o:f) the ordinary quantum theory 

o:f angular momentum that matrix elements like {;( ft1/ ~ / ;-1'1) and 

are :proportional) • In the former situation #"= (), 

so that equations (2.10) imp~ ;¥1' =- t:l i.e., a degeneration into 

I . 
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the rather trivial theory £:.· = 0 • The latter situation - in which 

is nonsingul.ar - is that of' Dirac theory. For higher (fermion) 

spins (2.14) allows nonvanish:ing nondiagona.l matrix elements, and the 

discussion of' the singularity or nonsingularity of' the matrix A/0 is 

corresponding:cy- more complicated. Fortunately, this information is not 

requisite f'or completion of' our categorization of' fermion "kinematics". 

A simple argument due to Johnson and Suda.rshan5 establishes that (f'or 

(fermion) spins~3/2) foc=P~ , the nonsingul.ar subma.trix of' a:." 
' 

must have at least one negative eigenvalue: this information shall 

prove suf'f'icient f'or the completion of our classification. 

We assume the irreducibility of the oeP _:, , since otherwise 

the lagrangian vrould. tri via.lly (and cova.riantzy) degenerate into the 

sum of' two lagra.ngians. Suppose now that the matrix (i;e 0 ~ is 

positive definite, or, equivalently, that it has a least eigenvalue 

If we denote by (Jr) the projection onto the corresponding 

eigenvector, and remark that finite-dimensional hermitian matrices 

necessarily commute with their spectral projections, then 

(Tr)(()(,0- A)= (or, IJ_ J.) (lT) (2.15) 

• 

which, in conjunction with the equation (2.13) satisfied by ()(," I 

implies 

.Z{!r}~l-)(t- tiTJ)(&tP-A)(t- tlTVt&.t~)f~) = -J{TT)p(~)£_t)r7T) . (2.16) 
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Since the eigenvalues of the hermitian operator (ueP- A) are 

{by assumption) either positive or zero1 the eigenvalues of the left 

side of {2.16) 1 which has the structure Ffo(,P-A)Ff" I are 
' 

necessarily also either positive or zero. However the eigenvalues of 

the right side of {2.16) are either negative or zero1 the absolute 

value of the smallest eigenvalue of ~f being 1/2. Therefore 

either (2.16) is valid - in which case both sides of this equation 

must vanish- or our assumption A>~ is invalid. The first 

situation is that of spin 1/21 where the eigenvalues of ~~ are 

restricted to ::1: J. I and (y} = I ; the second situation character-

izes all other fermion-field theories. For all theories corresponding 

to half-odd integral ·spins ~ 3/2, ~P)n. has at least one negative 

eigenvalue. Thus {Ia) is proven. 

Rather than argue similarly towards {Ib) we take a direction 

which serves as an introduction to the vacuum expectation value con-

sistenc,y constraint on boson theories. We begin by assuming the 

falsity of {Ib) 1 i.e. that there is some field theor,y of boson matter 

specified by a lagrangian of the form (2.5) for which /Z~ is non

singular. Then without further ado (2.5) engenders the field equations 

while the specialization of the generator {2.6) to the boson case 

I 
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and the consequence J iE ~ of our assumption together imply the 

equa.l.-t:I.m.e commutation relations 

Subject to the standard structural assumption that the free potential 

(nonderivative) term 1/p (#) in the lagrangian be hcmogeneous and 

quadratic in the components of § , :field equations and commutation 

relations allmv evaluation of the canmutator (hereafter, all repeated 

indices are S1.llililled) 

(2.17) 

each term in (2•l7) being of course a matrix 1n the discrete field

component indices as well as in the continuous indices ~ J&/ • With 

the help of the Heisenberg equation 

• 

the time derivative can be eliminated fran tbe ca:am:u.tator on the left 

side of (2.17). If we then evaluate the vacuum expectation value of 

(2.17) and invoke the defining property P()/{)} == {) of the vacuum 



' 
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state, we find 

(a().P(x)/'0 tl0.f2(x1 + a()~ (x.') 7>0 atJ.li (x~ 

a% {2.18) 

Now for any hermitian operator ~(x} which coup1es only one-~~icle 

states*to the vacuum, the c-number function of (!-~/) 

is necessari:cy positive d.efinit~: inserting complete sets of: eigen

states of PI" {we introduce a letter P" representative of all 

other quantum numbers necessar,y for the specification of one-particle 

states) and constructing the appropriate hermitian form invo1ving an 

arbitrar,y complex function t(!) , 

. 
. == :z·~/r'!J) /lftlt.>(o/H.(xJ/p,l> tf~>/etd(,b) > o 

IT . 

since UJtp)= /jd¥-m~ ~ nv 
positive definite. 

* 

• Thus the l.e:f't side of {2.18) is 

{2.19) 

Of course this is true for a:ny hermitian operator. However, in the 
:following on:cy matrix elements connecting cne":"particle states to the 
vacuum are relevant. 

• 
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However we can now exhibit a contradiction by demonstrating 

that the right side o:f (2.18) does not share this property, i.e • 

that there are complex :functions :for which the hermitian :form 

corresponding to the right side o:f (2.18) assumes negative values. 

We start with the remark that the hermiticity o:f 1/p 1£) == j §.6ff 

and the s,y.mmetrized boson-:field operator products implicit in this 

expression impose the conditions 

Consequently b is diagonalizable and, in terms o:f its eigenvalues 

tw (IY= ~~···,AI) 1 the hermitian :form constructed from the second 

term on the right side o:f (2.18) is 

(2.20) 

the diagonalization of .6 specifying the linear ccmbinations ~(;t) 

of the arbitrary complex functions t;n {5!). Moreover the hermiticity 

of the kinetic (or derivative-bearing) .term in th~ boson lagrangian 

(2.5) forces the antihermiticity of .the corresponding matrices: 

(dJ')f = - a/" 1 .~ence a1 E j!J,i where /z.J, = ;,.Jt and is 

therefore diagonalizable with real eigenvalues A:)(k.::~~~·.f'= g ... N) 

Construct the hermitian form corresponding to the first term on the 

• 
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right side o~ (2.18): 

(JJ 
where again we have introduced a new name L ~ (!,.) ~or those linear 

combinations o~ the arbitrary complex functions t~nf!) which a.rise 

in the diagonaliza.tion o~ the matrices 1/1. • Since 

we have a..convenient expression ~or the ~orm engendered b,y the ~irst 

term on the right side o~ (2.18): 

(2.21) 

= ;{~J r · !ftlt) L *!JJ (_x Ja L!J.) tx). 
S ...JA'J ,_ G" - k r CL • 

Taken together., (2.20) and (2.21) provide a ~ampa.~t expression ~or the 

:form corresponding to the entire right side o~ (2.18): 

(2.22) 

l 
\1! 

' I 

:1'00 

I 
ii' 

,, 
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The eigenvalues are necessari~ real, but not necessari~ 

all positive. 1-lhatever their s;tgn1 the presence of the derivative 

in the integrand of the second term in {2e22) guarantees that fUnc-

tiona ~ (~) can be found for which this second term dominates (2.22) 

and moreover ta.k.es either sign. But this conflicts with our previous 

result that the left side of (2.1.8) is positive definite; the contra-

diction which we have exhibited invalidates our original assumption 

that there exists a boson-field theory for which (J,t) is nonsingu

lar. Consequent~ {Ib) is proven. 

·Statement (I) is the translation of (Ia) and (Ib) into the 

language of cunent structure. Only for spin 1/2 is 11° nons1ngula.r 1 

hence on:cy- for spin 1/2 is it possible that Jti'tx}: T~;: for in a:rry 

theor,y in which 1/fl is singular, those non:f'und.amental variables fA);. 

corresponding to the singu.la.r subspace of II" must be present in 

~i(x) {i:: ~118~ so that ,:tA(J() :f: 7A,(x) • Now in order that the 

equal-time anticammutatian relations 

(2.23) 

make sense it is essential that the m.a.tr:tx t'ct~ ·be positive definite, 

> • as :follows from constructing the form 

.:.:.;· 

.·,,:· 

I ~f .. ··~' . · .... · 
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corresponding to the left side of (2.23); hermiticity of the generic 

fermion lagrangian ':~ .. 4) imposes the conditions ., 

-Jf7_ ·of o* 
...,. - fX. = oc:., 

so that c,c.D is diagona.lizable with real eigenvalues ~.r in terms 

of which the form corresponding to the right side of (2.23) looks like 

(2.25) 

Obviously (2.24) and (2p25) are compatible if and only if ~>0 f.r=~~--.;.1). 

Since we have shovm that the only case for which AI" can be positive 

definite is that of spin 1/21 we conclude that only for spin 1/2 are 

all matter-field components fundamental variables. Thus the raw current 

which depends upon ~ matter-field va.riables1 trivially depends upon 

only c:zynamica~ independent matter-field variables and is therefore 

identical with the "correct" current: :fJI(Jt) :=. :fjt(x) • Moreover it 

does not involve the el.ectroma.gnetic field variables. (In terms of 

one nonhermitian Dirac field the fami.liar expression is Tftfx)=frxJ~~ft:r). 

There are same ~liminaries necessar,y to stating and proving 

v 

• 
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I~ 

I~ 

'• 

' 

(II). We define an ideal auxilliary-field theory (hereafter IAFT) as 

a theory in which the equations of constraint just suffice to deter-

mine the dependent variables u~ in terms of the independent 

variables r/1)JJ. , all of the latter class being independent czynamical. 

variables. In addition let us write dmm the Euler equations corres-

:ponding to the generic lagrangian (2.3) 

(2 .. 27) 

and exploit the decomposition N' = VVi6VV0l in order to separate 

equations of motion ("ilich involve a time derivative) 

and equations of constraint (which involve o~ spatial derivatives) 

typing the variables (4f to the variables ~~ 

(2.29) 

0 

Although the subscripts ~s were introduced to distinguish betvreen 

the nonsingular and singular subspa.ces of ,f/11 (e.g., (AI~,_ meant 

the nonsingular subm.atrix of J!U ) they have been used in (2.28) 

,. 
. '. . ~' 

··.'~:··, . ;t,.;.--

. ,· 
'>. ~ .• : •. ~.- ~: 
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and (2.29) in a scme~orha.t different (albeit obvious) sense to stand 

for matrix indices cu);responding to these subspa.ces. 

(II) Scalar theory and (the usual version of) vector theory are the 

only theories in -;·mich - although :ti(x)t ;ri[L) , and ;Ti(x) actua~ 

involves the three-vector potential Akf.>t) - the charge density ,;J0
fx) 

is nevertheless a functional of' only independent matter-field variables 

(in fact, of' all such variables), so that ;;1°(x)= 'T0(Jf) 

(IIa) There are no fermion IAFT' s. (The Dirac field has no auxilliary 

components and is therefore not to be included in an enumeration of' 

:tAFT's.) 

(IIb) The on.zy boson IAFT' s are scalar theory and (conventional) 

vector theory. 

Statement (IIb) simpJ¥ rephrases the content of' the discussion 

accam:panying equations (2.23) through (2.25) o Now- (Ib) established 

the presence of' at least one negative eigenvalue in the spectrum of 

for all fermion f-ields corresponding to spins~3/2 ; (2.24) 

and (2.25) indicate that the anticommutation relations (2.23) are non

sense unless (d 0)n. is positive def'initeo We are therefore forced 

to concl.ude that 'for B.ll. 'free :fermion-field theories of spin .?: 3/2 

the variabl.es (A),. are not all independent d;ynamical variables. 

By definition none of these theories qualify as IAFT..!s: hence (IIa). 

Argmn.ents due to Schw:i.Dger serve to establish (IIb). The 

requirement that the potential (nonderivative) term in the generic 

• 

t 
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boson lagrangian Lorentz transform like a scalar field engenders 

the restrictions 

and if we invoke the special matrix properties (2.12) these equations 

separate conveniently into 

Let us introduce the space~reflection matrix .l9 which enters in 

performing the parity operation on the field. via conjugation with the 

un1 tary pa.ri ty operator U (P) 

(2 .. 31) 

Since the classical parity transformation does not alter angulBr momenta 

but changes the signs of linear mom.enta.3 .It~ . necessarily can:nnutes · 

with the ShJ11~ (-vmich generate pure rotations) and a.nticommutes 'W'ith 

the sM-; (which generate pure Lorentz transformations) • Thus the 

conditions (2.30) can be satisfied by choosing 
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where (I) is a:n;J matrix satisfying 

(2.32b} 

If' we dispense with a:ay phase arbitrariness inherent in (2.31) by 

requiring 

and recognize that the hermiticity of ~ (p) · (with the synmetrized 

boson field-operator' product implicit 1n this expression} imposes 

then necessarilY 

Moreover, since the generic boson f'ield Jr is ~e direct sum of' 

Lorentz tensors, each ccmponent of §'. has a definite space parity 

so that (2.31) :illlplies the diagonality of' £? e Fina.J.:cy1 the matrix 

(I) must - f'ram (2.32b) - reduce to a constant times the identity 

on each Lorentz tensor, and therefore be diagonal. Thus I is 

-.: 

•. l 

,C) ' 
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itself' diagonal. 

With this characterization of J 1n hand1 we turn to a 

determination of the requirements imposed upon i by the vacuum 

expectation value consistency condition derived and discussed in 

equations (2.17) through (2.20). The specialization of equations 

(2.28) and {2.29) gives, for our generic boson theor.y1 the field 

equations 

(2.33) 

and the equations of constraint 

(2.34) 

Since iJ has been proven diagonal ,aJ. = 0 ; again, we have 

used a somewhat mixed notation. Frcm (2.,34) it is imm.ediate:cy 

apparent that a necessary condition for the theory· to be an IAFT is 

the. nons1ngula.rity of f.64 1 since onJ¥ in this event will (2.34) 

allow us to solve for all. of the variables (¥~ · in terms of the 

variables {..f~ (Lest there be a.o;y con:f'u.sion, we emphasize that 

(J).s is the subm.a.trix of i corresponding to ~e s1ngula.r 

subspace of ttfJ • ) 
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The evaluation of the equal-time commutator relevant to the 

vacuum expectation va~ue condition proceeds via use of the equation 

of motion {2.33) to eliminate the time derivative: 

Assuming that tlet(hl::/:0 (i.e., that the theory is an IAFr), 
'$ 

equation (2.33) supplies 

(2.35) 

allowing the eJ imi nation of the variables (_!;J 
on the right side of (2.35): 

from the commutator 

(2.36) 

Exploiting the camm;utation relations of the variables (~(Jt))JJ, 

l 

.. 

.. 
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(which must hold in an IAFT), the commutator (2.36) can be evaluated1 

so that equation (2.35) becomes 

{2.37) 

-taki~J"~-!1 + (blS"U-.& 1
) + ntlli~(b~-;rat~~a;crr~-~"). 

We have previous~ demonstrated that the vacuum expectation value of 

a.:rzy- operator with the structure of the le:f't side of (2 .37) is posi

tive definite. However the right side of (2.37) is a. c-number with 

respect to operators ·on the space of physical states, hence equal 

to this expectation value and necessarily also positive definite. 

Now in order that the right side of (2.37) be positive definite, it 

is necessary that (.6~ and (.6~ be respectively positive and 

negative definite. For the three terms in this expression differ 

in the number of derivatives of the delta function they bear, and 

therefore test :f'unctions can be :found for which rmy one of them will 

daninate the relevant hermitian form.: thus a necessary condition 

:for the positive-definiteness of the right side of (2.37) is that 
• 

each of the three te:m.s be separate~ positive definite. The second 

tenn is clearly positive definite if and on.l¥ if f.61 is. With 

the reminder that the matrices tt,t are skew hermitian, the reader 

can easi~ verif,r that a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
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positive-definiteness of the third term is the negative-definiteness 

of (b~ Recalling~the diagonalit,y of ~ 1 we can conclude that 

the conditions 

(2.38) 

are necessar,y in order that a boson theory be an !AFT. In conjunc

tion with (2.32a) and the accompanying description of the matrix (I) , 

(2.38) implies that all the components of (~)If, coming from a 

particular Lorentz , tensor have the same space parity. Moreover 

strong-reflection invariance of the boson lagrangian (2.5) imposes 

the condition 

is the numerical matrix encountered in performing the 

antiunitary strong reflection operation ~Jr} 

afS}FtxJa-1{$) == /?,st ~f-x). 

Consequent~ the lagrangian matrices all couple o~ components 

of different Loxentz tensors: i.e., 

I 

• 
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so that only terms like ¢~¢" occur (which is obvious anyway 

from scala.ri ty. ) Thus all the components of (p" ~ must have the 

same space :parity : "sf f.I~ = % @il 
implies tlf) = ;1: /(,JI' tt0 

If we specialize (2•18) to bosons, 

(2.39) 

recall that ~1 E iS0R. is essentially the generator of a pure 

Lorentz transformation so that necessarily [S01f. 1 JeS/J ]-1- = 0 

.. and left-multi:p~ (2 .39) by A?? , 

. ·,, 

emerges: but a()::::: ::/:. ":; q, () ' so that this is simply 

(2.40) 

The equations, obtained by taking matrix elements of (2.39) and (2.40) 

in an ~4 -diagonaJ. basis 
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(2.41) 

1 save for the situation in which the 

spectrum of ~~ includes only +.iJ 0
1 

-.i. ; since this happens 

onzy in scalar and vector theories, we have proven (IIb). The 

identification of the vector theory encounter~d here with the con

ventional theory can only be made by inspection of the relevant 

explicit expressions (section 3). 

Statement (II) then converts (IIa) and (IIb) into comments 

on the structure of' "raw" and "correct" current operators. The 

defining feature of an !AFT is the dynamical independence of the 

variables ~),_ 1 the dependent variables (~J.s being linked 

to them by equations of constraint. Thus the "raw" three-current 

is an explicit functional of all the matter-field variables [!E} 

and is not identical. with the "correct" three-current; elimination 

of the variabl.es fjp[J gives an expression for the "correct" 

three-current which is an explicit functional of the ~amically 

cf', : -. • ' • • : ..... .._~ ... : 

I 

1J 

i 
l • 
I 

.. 
: '-"'· 

j ' 

.·;· 
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independent matter-field variables [(~~] 

variables of the fields to which rr~J] 

and the independent 

couples ( A.P(x) in· 

quantum. electro~namics). Nevertheless the "raw" charge density 

(2.42) 

is an explicit functional of only qynamica~ independent matter

field variables [riJn.} and therefore identical with the 

"correct" charge density: .:f0(x) = 7°(x) 

Much of the above has been preliminary to the statement 

of our main contention: 

(III) For all lagrangian theories of neutral fermion fields 

corresponding to spins ~ 3/2. the submatrix (O&C~)n. of o<. /J has 

at least one negative eigenvalue so that not all the variables ani).· 
can be dynamically independent; for all lagrangian theories of 

boson fields corresponding to spins ~ 2 (and for one peculiar 

vector theory) the subm.atrix (6) h. of the matrix . iJ has at 

least one negative eigenvalue so that not all _the variables (~)~ 

can be Qynamic~ independent. Consequent)¥, feu- all lagrangian 

theories of charged fields corresponding to spins ~ 3/2 the "raw" 

and "correct" charge density operators ~0{;l) and ~(.t) are 

not identical: the "correct" charge density is in fact an explicit 

functional of independent matter field variables and electromagnetic 

field variables. 

-------------------· ---------------- --·-----·-·- --·--- -· -- --- ····- ----
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Almost all these remarks are direct consequences of state-

. ments (I) and (II), which constitute an enumeration of all other 

possibilities. We have thus assembled, in a more or less systematic 

fashion, several structural consistency criteria; we now turn to 

a stuqy - within the context of a specific theory - of the utility 

and content of these restrictions. This specific theory shall of 

course be a boson theory of the species characterized in (III). 

w' 



.. 

,. 

, .. 

Two Theories of Neutral Vector Mesons 

Our objective in this section is the construction of the 

simplest free boson-field theory representative of cat'egory III. 

Because the procedure (essentially the Duffin trick) for building 

lagrangians linear in the derivative and therefore quantizable via 

the Schwinger rule is unique only for the scalar field, it will 

develop that this simplest representative is a peculiar version of 

vector theory. 

If instead of the conventional scalar lagrangian ~IJ t;JJ (3.1) 

we introduce a functional rZtJ(~¢;-t) (3.2) of five independent 

variables 

;t() f¢ J = - 1 ~¢a/'¢ - _i;r;¢~ (3.1) 

(3.2) 

then (3.2) engenders five Euler equations: 

~= ~¢. 
Obviously ¢ ·satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation., and the separa

tion of equations of motion (3 ·3·) · and constraint (3 • .4) 

'··;. 

·:··· 
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(3 .3 ) 

(3-4) 

makes it apparent that there really are o~ the two independent vari-

ables appropriate to spin o. 

Given the rules of the game the above construction is essential.J¥ 

unique, since in order to "linearize" the term quadratic in the 

derivative in (3.1) an independent vector field_ ~ was obviously 

required. Hovrever the derivative-bearing terms in the usual massive 

vector l,a.grangian (3.5) 

(3-5) 

, so that "linearization" 

must proceed via the introduction of an additional second rank tensor 

field. At this juncture we can opt for either an "'anti symmetric or a 

~etric tensor, and we shall in fact construct both theories; the 

former is the usual structure, the latter a member of category III. 

A systematic development begins with the addition of a four

divergence to the lagrangian (3.5) in order to give the one-parameter 

... 

,4it 
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:l~()(~j f)=- -~:ZJI)aAzP + Jf4Zj)aAzY-I- _ 

.f{t-~)~z-IJd;,zY -m2ZyzY 

Since the addition of a four-divergence to the (free) lagrangian 

does not change the (free) field equations, the Euler equation 

corresponding to (3.6) is of course the Proca equation 

However the addition of a four~divergence to the free lagrangian 

(3.6) 

(3. 7) 

followed by the construction of a minimal electrodynamics leads to 

a different theor,y. The charged and coupled versions of the theories 

correspond to theories of vector particles with 

m~un.etic moments e~d ~ hft • Regrouping the kinematic {or deriva-

tive bearing) terms in (3.6) into the suggestive expression 

(3.8) 

and setting the parameter g = 1 reduces the curly-bracketed factor 

to the antisymmetric tensor. 
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(3-9) 

The onl,y other simple choice is g = -1 , in which case this factor 

becomes the s,r.mmetric tensor 

(3.10) 

where for obvious reasons we have used a new letter for the vector 

field. Let us agree to refer to the derivative-linear lagrangian 

adjunction of' the tensor Z11,; 

theory" (respective~, "V-theory"). 

) which arises via 

{respective~, }/,) ) as "z-

A s,ystematic construction of Z-theory begins with the obser

vation that the equation (3.9) defining the variable Z;t~ in con

junction with the first-order equation 

(3.11) 

forces the variables ~ to satisfY the Proca equation (3.7). 

Since (3.9) and (3.11) insure that the most general scalar equation 

linear in the variations SZ;t , [ZTJ is 



.. 

,. 

'~ 
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( «. a.rr:r constant), or, upon trivial manipulation 

t(-~~z~)-; J{l;u)lzP1+ (3.12) 

I /jzi'JJYzYJ" +., (r SZP)~Zy - (SZI"') g_.~)} = 0, 

the obvious trick is to pick o(, so that the square-bracketed 

term in (3.12) becomes the total variati'on ·of scmething, the.reby 

determining up to a multiplicative constant by 

the requirement that (3 .. 12) be the equation it() f?J7g-J)= /). 
The reader is invited to check that necessaril;y "'==- .1. , in 

. .;(.. 

which case the square-bracketed terms in (3.12) are i Jfz;t;Jal'z~aYz1, 
and consequentl;y 

(3.13) 

can be built up by a procedure 

strictJ¥ analogous to that :followed above; however it is easier to 

inspect the construction of ~of~~ZFA) and extract the following 
' 

prescription. What we have ef:f'ective:cy done is to ch9.ll8e the 

· derivative-quadratic term 
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in the lagrangian 4f?ujfi) (see 3.6) into the terms 

If' we call the explicit combination ~.£}.-2.;~ = Z~Y (in order to 

distinguish it f'r~ the variab1e ~Y appearing in the derivative

linear lagrangian), it is obvious that the important properties of' 

(3.14a) 

(3.14b) 

Equation (3.14a) means that we "rea.J.ly have not" a1tered the f'ull 

lagrangian by introducing the extra variab1es z}'JI ; (3.14b) states 

that we have correct~ rigged the lagrangian in order that the Euler 

equation f'or the variab1e zl')l be the def'ining equation (3-9). 

Turning to v-theor,y, 1et us call the exp11cit combination 

3p 1-; f 3J' ~ - t. ~'Jp-f'PE ~JI in order to distinguish it f'rom the variab1e 

/jtJI occuring in the lagrangian. Our tas~ is to change the derivat~ve-

I,.. •. 

' -
' :w, 

i 

j 
1--:.-
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quadratic term 

(3.8) 

occurring in the lagrangian :ZJtp(ftf-1) (see 3.6} into sane 

derivative-linear expression tf;;
1 

r,.;) with ~he properties 

Now the most general possible derivative-linear combination 

t(~,J!g.Aj~) = 'b. ~,.JI,)IY + ~L ~JI f'I'JI + (3.16) 

+ 'f:~(f, 1f;;~I + 1-~fYp. trJ~ 

involves four constants ft~ ~;z. 1 ~ 1 ~~ , W.ich may be determined 

by a thorough exploitation of equations {3.15}e Moreover 

and 

I l ~ • • 
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lfJf) :::: ~y 3/'ZJ' ~ j ~p jl~P- :r~~)~ ~ 
' 

:implied by (3.15a) 

imposes the conditions 

(3ol7) 

Since (3.15b) requires that the equation 

be ~= ~~ 1 we find 

(3.18} 

Thus, between (3 .. 17) and ( 3.18), the parameters ~ . are determined 

to be 

.. 
~ : f J 1JI.. = -1 I ~.f = - ; J ~.tt = + 1 • (3.19) 

Finally let us write down the V-theory lagrangian: 

i 
I. 
I 

;,.. 
i 
i 
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z ~()(?, P',-4) = -lfo)'(aJif'Y.;.aYY~-<-f~Ya§f/~)..;.. 

+ f ~)' f~JI - .t o:u~J( ~trf11') 

(3.20) 

where we have deliberately included terms proportional to {fo,#}(d""yll'} 

which cancel one another in order to emphasize the structural kinship 

of Z and V lagrangianso 

The two theories are actually completely unlike, and their 

differences are best delineated via a concurrent presentation of 

Euler equations for the tensor variables, 

'l.v = ?u 7y - .?y .2jt (3.21}) 

ftt Jl = Jt r;. -f ~ ~ - .:2 f;tJI /Br Y D) (3.21,..) 

= ~ 1/y ""~~) -r I /;tY ~ P") 
For the vector variables, 

DI'Z;tJI == m~ Z.v (3 .. 22J) 

a!' !foJI =- mz Jly (3.22 y) 

and of generators 

1 ~ 

! i 
\ : I; 

\ 

1 
• ! 
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~(~ /f)) .::: 

i f(t!?£){ yR.Jf0k+rP0Sff)- yok.Jfl!.~ yosroo) 
(3.23r) 

Several comments are in order here. We should perhaps take the trouble 

to say that the tensor. ~ will not in general be traceless; in 

the uncoupled theory it happens that foP=- t31/"Z ll" \which is then 

forced to vanish by the subsidiary condition. Turning to (3.23), we 

have with hindsight employed the symbols corresponding to "correct" 

and "raw" quantities for the Z and V generators respectivezy. For if 

we separate (3.21 ) and (3.22 ) into equations of motion 

and equations of constraint 

.. 

it is apparent that the 6 = 2.{.ttt) f .t) variables z t>A z l 
I 

occurring in G(~ Zp-)) are exactzy all those variables obeying 

equations of motion; and therefore that the ·Schwinger quantization 

:. ·~ , .. ' . 

i 

• i 
i 

.,·· ' 

i ~· 
I 



,. 
ru1e can be _1nnn.ediateJ.¥ applied to 6(~ Ztr;~) , with the results 

{3o24) 

In the language of Section 2 (to which "tre shall shortzy return), 

all of the variables corresponding to the nonsingula.r subma.trix of the 

matrix defined by Lr;/~ Ld".J) are dyna.mical:cy- independent 

variables. 
'I.'.;: 

A glance at .~fJf,J/ITA). makes it ap:pa.rent that this ha:pw'~ 

situation does not characterize V-theoryo Four :pairs of variables 

occur in the generator integrand (i.e .. , one :pair more than the three ' 

appropriate for spin 1), and in order to construct commutation relations 

it is first necessary to change the "raw" V generator ./t(fo; ~A) into 

a "correct" V generator S(~, ~.A) by elimination of the variables 

fPO and j/() • Once again in the language of section 2: not all 

the variables corresponding to the nonsingula.r submatrix of the matrix 

a: defined by ~ (If J .fP;,) are fundamental variables. 

By manipulating (3 .24) and (3 .22) the reader can verif'y that 

the variables yP() and J/ f) are tied to the fundamental variables 

yp/t and j/ ( by 

;.··. 

I 

~; ' 
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and that elimination of these variables fran the integrand of (3.23) 

engenders the' "correct" generator 

(3.26) 

wherein we have introduced the derivative-matrix 

(3.27) 

which may be regarded as the "projection" of the nonsingular sub

matrix of the (numerical) lagrangian matrix 4; into the ·subspace 

of the fundamental variables. The Schwinger quantization prescription 

can now be applied to ti ( ~ YP. J) ; we need onzy remark that 

in order to read off frcm (3.26) the commutation relations for the 

independent variables: 

(3.29) 

Fran (3.29) and (3.25) it is a simple matter· to enumerate the 

'· 
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connnutation relations of the dependent variables with the independent 

variables and among themselves: 

[ytJo(x~ yotrx')] = -2~ as~oy1.rt J"'ft-:!5./) 

[ JIP(xJ /1~ (.r/J'} == - .£ at i:'X -:x:') 
.~ mz. c~ .... 

r ro1x~ ybO(Jt'J] = ~rcr~-~'J 
[VDfx~ JI'Dfxllj = [f/DO(Ji),~ ybO(.t'J] :::: O 

The remarkable feature of these equal-time commutation relations is 

their locality: this in spite of the nonlocality of the constraint 

(3.25) tying 1'0 to the variables fiN" • 

In closing this section we wish to reinforce our qualitative 

contentions concerning the structural similarity of v-theory and 

category III boson theories with an examination of the relevant 

lagrangian matrices. Once again a better sense of the situation 

develops if we compare Z and V-vector results. 

The ten (fourteen) "independent" components appearing in 

~"(l;u,l";) (~o(Jfl YP.J >) can be taken as li',l'i'(iiJJizf)lt~ r~""~'rl") 
and the rows and columns of the various lagrangian matrices labeled 

according~. In the above (for example), Y!'l' means the four object~ 

v00
, VU., t/-2, ,33 and not the trace. The components spann:ing the 
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nonsingular subsr...a.ce of the matrix a,~ fa;) 
the remaining ccm:ponents zifttijlZ0 (ritA; r-mn-J necessarily span 

i 

the singular subspace d:f this matrix. Fina.ll.y1 inspection of Z and 

V-lagrangians gives the explicit numerical matrices 

z-OA. zt z"', Z" 

z"A -1-fz) 

zi _(I) 
-·-·-·······---· ·--·--

a'= z z~~~~& 

----
ZIJ 

f6Ao yl 

yll. (I) 
(3.31) 

yt -fz) 

a'-
yn 

y-
+i 

yfJ 
-.:t 

yJJ. 

ym"l 
~-----L----~--~~----~-._--~------ i 

here we have obviously ordered matrix indices so as to exhibit the 

decomposition t11J = ~tJ)h (/) (O) The corresponding matrices~ 

are 

.. 

'• 
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f {I) I I 
I 

~ 
I 

-

~--
hlfi) 

--------- ·--··-·---··~· ··--. ·--··-·-· 

-tr) 
----·~---- - ·--

-
Z'"'" t 
Z" 

(3.32) 

~.( 

yt 
1-----+---- -------------+-----+-"------

(b)::: 
yao 

r flo 

-1.. 
1-----+-----1-------b.- .............................. .. 

-m(b 
·----·-

yki. 
........ -·-··----------- .. - ---------------- _______ ., _________ ···:--·-------

+---+-----1---t: _ _i _____ ------------ ::.ftrl ___ -------
Y"'" 

~--~----~----~----~-----L-----1, 

- all unfilled matrix blocks vanish. Thus /!J)h and f~J.r are 

nonsingular and respectivelY positive definite ~d negative definite. 

Recalling the discussion following (II), we identif.y Z theory with 

the spin 1 IAFr knO'Im. to _exist from the general considerations of 

section 2. Furthermore fiSJ'~ 1 the nonsingul.ar subma.trix of the 

singula.r matrix b; 1 has both positive and negative eigenvalues, 
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of the singular matrix 1, 

has only negative eigenvalues. Recalling (III), these are precisely 

the defining :features of boson theories of category III (ioe., boson 

theories of spins ~ 2), so that V-theor,y ~be just~ considered 

the simplest theory in this class. 

: -

. r''"•, 

: '•· 
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4. Current Camnutation Relations and Locality. 

In section 2 "t·re established that the charge density" operators 

of all category III theories depend explicit~ on an external poten-

tial; section 3 was concerned with the concoction of a relative~ 

simple boson representative of this class of l.agrangians. Here we 

are going to bring together these ideas and ult:tm.ately exhibit an 

inconsistency in the (minimal) coupling of a charged V-vector meson 

to an external electromagnetic field. 

Our point of departure is the observation that whenever 7P(x) 

depends explicit~ on an external potential.,_ we are no longer guaran

teed the usual equal-time ;ro~) self-canmxutation relations '(i.e., 

that the charge density commute with itself at equal times). The 

ensUing argument is due to Schwinger.9 The current density 71'/X) 

of a charge-bearing system is best defined by the response to a small 

change in the externa.l potential s~ = ;r,P(x,Jf~ (x.} ; gauge in-

variance then forces current conservation which we write 

(4.1) 

this relation of course being valid :Cor all values of the external. 

potential. Now the change in the matrix element (!f/TfX)/{) of an 

arbitrary operator T(x) which results fran. a small change in sane 

ex:ternal parameter is 

f~ .) 
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"i 
l(fli/TtxJI~>= (f!i/ J'rrxJ + ~J (dxl)(rrxJJt (Jt'~ 1 o;'>J 

', 4" 
(4.2) 

where J'T(x) me.ms the variation in T(x) due to possible explicit 

external-parameter dependance, and the + subscript implies the time-

ordered product. Consequent]¥ the continued validity of (4.1) Wlder 

external potential. variation tAI'/x) imposes the requirement 

3o~7°(xJ + i/.!a'~")(.T"(.r).f~(x~) = 
(4.3) 

.... .r1tz(Klj- ~·lrtx1 f?.zrx;J:tfx'))-r 

where of course J~(x')= 7/'(,e)JAJJfx1. Canputing the time derivative 

on the left side (remember that the tim.e~ordered integrand contains 

theta functions @(K0-~0 ") which must al.so be differentiated) and 

using (4.1), (4.3) ~be recast: 

If (as is the case in all 11good" theories) 

[70(Jl) ·. 
:::: 

SA0(x1 (4~5) 

then the right side of (4.4) is trivially independent of JA"(X) and I 

! r, 
' 
' 
' : 
\"' i 
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necessarily; if (as in the case of V-vector 

theory) 1 the relations ( 4. 5) do not hoJ.d 1 this commutator need not 

vanish. A simple example of how (4.5) works out in a "good" theory 

is :t'urnished by sca.J..a.r electrodynamics: here 

with ~~ and ~~ i;he two sets of hermitian fields. The inde~ 

pendent variables are ~ t() so that J 0 depends 

only on these variables; the dependent variables are constrained by 

so that ? bears no explicit A D dependence. 

We thus address ourselves to a discussion of the " :Ttx) sel:r-

commutator for charged, coupled V-meson theor,y. The standard procedure 

dictates that we double the number of hermitian. fields (we call the 
A A 

second set !p, V'p-j ) and substitute ?-iltlJ A;t fo~ ~ ; then from 

(3.20) 

(4.6) 

.t., 
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The corresponding'field equations are best summarized in terms of 

the usual complex combinations 

and the symbol fu £" ~ fi&1u : 

In order to do anything it is essential to have the constraints 

ty1.ng the "extra" va.riabl.es #'~~ Jf 0 occurring in ~ and ::f()lx) 

to the variables Jf'd1 fl/ e : a little manipulation gives 

were £l"::: atJA.r- as-A 0 is the electric field; in the zero-field 

1imit equations (4a8) becane (3.25) as they must~ (Here we insert 

the somewhat irrelevant comment: with the above equations in hand 

the simplest analogue of the Johnson-Sudarshan analysis would seem-

ingl;y be a check of the vacuum expectation value condition 

(§'8jifxJ'B(x[/~ ..} 0 , with B any one of the hermitian boson 

I 

' i ~ 

:..; 

' ',4 

I a 

i '' 

' 
j'.. 
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It is this condition which, along with 

the fermion anticammutator positive-definiteness condition, esta-

bllshes the three category-classification of section 2. Of course 

this is wrong. The anticommutator condition is pureJ¥ algebraic and. 

must hold. in all cases; however, the vacuum expectation value con-

dition is d.erived by assuming the spectrum of the Hamiltonian to be 

· positive definite, 'Which is not true for a Hamiltonian d.escribing a 

system with coupling to external fields. vle must look elsewhere for 

an inconsistenc.y in charged., coupled. V theor,y~) 

By hindsight we know that choice of a special external field 

d=~ AfJ# tJ (i.e. 1 a pure electric field.) simplifies the follolr.i.ng 

presentation while changing none of the conclusions; in this situa-

tion equations (4.8) {we shift back to hermitian field.s) read 

.. 

Since ~ is derivative linear we know inmediate:cy that the raw 

generator j awro:Priate to charged., coupled V theory is 
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where g (~ ~J) is given by (3. 24) • Again, the "correct" gener-

- -ator S must be constructed fran ~ by eliminating (with the 
1, ,4 I 

help of 4. 9) the variables }'~ yb~ f ~ Jl PO from the integrand of 

the latter object. 'toTe simp~ cite the result of' these entire],y trivial 

manipulations. Imagine 'all the independent variables Jlb1 r~ yb~ /' 
to be - in this order - the components of one twelve component object ~. 

Then 

, 
' 

-where the object IJO , is given by 

p~ +(!()) 

rt 
fi0)::: 

liQ/(f y 

-(gtl) 

A yll -~e(d 

Al.1 unfilled blocks are zero, (~0) 

-1-:ZB(t) 

:t(g_O) 

-{JO) 

is the derivative-matrix 

previously introduced (3.26), and ft) is the combination 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

<.J) 
\ 
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...., 
The Schwinger quantization prescription refers to q and requires 

-the inversion of ao . • The usual procedure of staring at this object 

supplies the answer 

·-
I 

(__~t()rJ. -1 -1. 
-2.e 11° e tJP I +- - -- (4.J2) 

-tgoTi. -!!/F.t 
·------ ----- ·-~-·-

~ -t -~ f./-.2 ~0(!. ~() 

+(gO)-i 

has been given above (3.27). Fran (4.J2) we can read 

off the commutation relations of the ~amically independent variables: 

(4.13) 

.. 

• 

the last COIIml.utator being the only ·one of the above that is altered 

by the coupling. Fran (3.28) and (4.11) the operators standing before 

' .: ~· -: - .~.~· . . .:.;; . 
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the delta function can be evaluated: 

(4.14) 

A 
and therefore the commutators {yo.r(x)1 /IM'txf/ (and all other 

commutators between independent variables (2.13)) are local, "despite" 

the nonlocality of same of the constraint equations (4.8). 

Now equations (4.8) in conjunction with the basic commutation 

relations (4.]3) determine all remaining connnutators, i.e., those of 

the dependent variabJ.es with the independent .variables as well as 

those of the dependent variables among themselves. In the latter 

category most are zero: 

save for 

~iv.t. · 
[Y0fx~ yoorx1J = 112~ g{!-Ji/) 

(4.15) 

.. 

(4.16) 

I J!Utx? ~~1/ = ~( ~ .. g"~ Y'Vm~.?V'"]f.i/t')-4~2V" 5 2"-tP<}J~~ (4 .17) 

, •. 

i ~ 
; 
;v 
I 

' .. 

: r. 
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while in the former category 

(4.18) 

[ yPOfxJ f'etx'O = [ rf)otX.J f~/Jt'U = [ Y(l(){x.J, yl)t/Jt'J] = o 

[ Y101xt yot;,f] = [YIJ0(x~ ~0~x'il=-2i17.r(gof~t. S't~-~1· . {4.19) 

[JIP{~ ~o'lttf} = !f} IJ!f'/;t)3e6(!.-j/}+ ~Ek~)tguJ:tkf-a-51 (4.2o) 

- :Jie (m2:..2V~-.t Elltx; (g 0)
1 A.~~ -~1. 

Any commutators which have not been written above follow trivially 

from "charge symmetry": for example, 

all derivatives act on everything to the right. 

We now contend that the camnutators (4.17) and {4.20) are 

nonlocal, 1. e., nonzero for finite /!:. -!:'/ • The simplest way to 



show this is to pick a particular electric field and compute these 

commutators for /t-~'1> tJ let us choose [IX):: _Eo!:. (which i ,..., 

' i 

corresponds to AOfx)= _'iE, xZ ), and calculate r;-o(;<.) /otx')f . .;z, o- L 1 "/ -!_/ . 

This exercise is trivial if tedious, but the conclusion is important 

to us so we will say something. With the help of the operator identity 

all operators with laplacians in the denominator 

can be moved to the right so that they act only on the delta function: 

(4.21) 

At this juncture it is convenient to rearrange all operator products 

involving the laplacian in order that cancellations of inverse laplacian 

operators occur, and to begin discarding local terms. We find 

(4.22) 

Now a simple evaluation by residues provides 

' \.J 
i 

so that a few differentiations suffice for the evaluation of the 

right side of (4.22). In the course of these differentiations another 

i l.· 
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-.i 
local term arises {because Tl"o/t.-!'/ = --1-Tf[(}!::~tJ ) ; after throwing it 

awa:y we have 

(4.23) 

proving our contention that this camnnitator is nonzero outside the 

light coneo This ~sis can be repeated for the conmnitator (4.20): 

a similar result ensues. 

It ma,y be tempting to object that this situation is not serious, 

since we have no real reason to expect that the dependent variables 

(tied as they are to·the independent variables by nonlocal constraints) 

have local commutation relations. But this will not do, since we know 

. that the V -theory charge density (recall ( 4. 6) ) 

(4.24) 

involves the dependent variables: its status as a local observable is 

endangered by a:rry nonlocali ty in the field variable commutators. '1-Te 

are therefore led back to the subject of the charge density self-commu-

tator with which this section began; before calculating anything perhaps 

ve ought to sa:y once more that when we construct the "correct" V-theory 

charge density fran (4.24) with the help of (4.9), we have an explicit 

dependence of :I{/~) on the external scalar potential A IJ l~t1 : 

·~. .~ ..... · 
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so that the general derivation of a vanishing equal-time charge density 

sel.i'-commutator coJJ.a:Pseso In fact, we claim that the commutator---- -

[vr:'tx~ v;/tx/.ij is nonzero and nonlocal in nonzero external field, 

and moreover nonzero but local in zero external field. 

For /!~-5'/ > 0 the evaluation of this commutation is entire)¥ 

trivial if we sta:rt by writing down the sel:f'-c0mm.utator of the "rav11 

current, since ~ the four terms arising from the nonlocal comm.uta-

tors {4.17), {4.20) can possibly be nonlocal: 

(4.25) 

+ l 1111
(.tt} r~<rxJ[ /ol<(;t~ Y'f¥1} + ytJP(Jt) fitx'J[ tor~~ yPAt.xf/, 

vpp ·- and !IJO o~ using the constraint {4.9) to eliminate , , , and 

remembering that all commutators on the right side of {4.25) are c-

numbers, 
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[7fJ(X) T._()(:t/)7! 
r ~ r 21;!.-!.'l> 0 

(4.26) 

( 
A / A A 1' -4 Y.! fx) Y·,(tx1[r0tx~ vf)rx'!J+ l!fxfF:t'tx'{/or~~ yorxtJ; 

n ( FitxJrk.tx'fror~J, PPN(!i/1- y( f{Jt') Vkrxl[ yM(Jt~ ~"t¥if/) 
+.t. ( Y' .frx' J /1 k.(;tJ[f fitx), yotxif} + f ;fM Y J. (x') [ f "{X )

1 
yoi f;t'!J). 

Now a necessary condition for the vanishing of the right side of ( 4.26) 

is that the first bracketed tem itself' be zero: for if we think of · 
A 

f'~(Jt) and yA.(x) as "arbitrary :f'unctions", onJ.y this first bracketed 

term is quadratic in the gradients of these :f'unctions. (Of course the 

correct 'Wey' to say this is in tenns of the matrix elements of (4.26)). 

For the case of the specific external. electric field fix)= £0 X we 
,.. - -

·have shown the canmutator [YP(Jt~ /o{Jf.'J} to be a :f'unction of /~-1!1 
and moreover nonzero for finite /~-~1/ 1 so that for this situation 

the first bracketed term on the right side of (4.26) may be written 

(ryJ{JlJ'/y;l. J {x/)) -(F)!txJ)(J!~ 1 /x')kyo{J<), t"tx'~ . 
rt. =E()x · ,._ -~ 

(4.27) 

1~-!//>0 
.. 

This obJect is an.tisymm.etric with respect to the interchange of ;! 

and !./ 1 and nonzero for finite ~-}!~/. The V-theory charge density 

operator ~x) is not a local observable; V-theory cannot be a 

consistent description of a charged, coupled vector particle. Note 

that wen the coupling is turned off ( e ~ 0) 1 all nonlocal terms 
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in the cb.a.rge density commutator vanish, since all the commutators on 

. the right side of (4.26) go to zero in this limit. 

Finally J.et us make good on our promise to show that in zero 

external. fiel.d the charge density sel.f-cammutator is local, but nonzero. 

This eom,putation is so dull that we s1mp4r invite the reader to dupli-

cate the resul.t. With the definition 11/XJ=fm!.~ry.t.F~!'yf>!'(xJ , 

.j. ~z.(l'i(Jt) Jlf)S~t) -fA/):') f'OS't"1atat" t(!.-!.1 

+ ~~,,f'txVJ/(J') -r~t-r;ex')J ~~~YvLJt!.-!1 

+( 411 fill ~kJYI fUh1.41 H#l!. 

f~ f'P.r _.. Y f Y t>S" t re-rywA./11 ~) 

(4.28) 

which is antisymm.etric in the interchange of ,! and :!!/ (as it 

must be) and zero for finite /t-!,'l . 

In cl.osing_, we emphasize that all. our arguments relate to a 

'" 

i 
i 
I~ 

I 
i 

I . 
! .. 

'• '' 
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higher spin electr~cs patterned on the familiar theories of 

charged scalar and Dirac particles. In particular we have restricted 

our attention to minimal coupling; it is conceivable - although , 

in our opinion, extremely doubtfUl - that some intricate nonminimal 

coupling could prove consistent. What we have shown is that the 

requirement that the Charge density operator be a local observable 

is a nontrivial restriction on the choice of lagrangian. 

The field-theoretic description of a spin-2 meson involves 

a traceless, s,r.mmetric second-rank tensor field satisf,ying a second

order differential equation. Construction of derivative-linear 

lagrangians therefore proceeds via the adjunction of a third-rank 

tensor field; there are many possibilities for this variable - e.g., 

synmetric in t-yro indices, antisymmetric in two indices, etc. - and 

consequently several Duffin-type spin-2 formalisms. The question of 

·whether a;oy of these have consistent minimal couplings is currently 

under investigation. 

.. 
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